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 ÖfÉ÷G  ™e  ¿hÉ©àdÉH  »Hô©dG  ¢û«÷G  –  á«fOQC’G  áë∏°ùŸG  äGƒ≤dG  äòØf  

 ≈∏Y áæeÉãdG Iôª∏dh ,z2018 ÖgCÉàŸG ó°SC’G{ ∑Î°ûŸG øjôªàdG ≥jó°üdG »cÒeC’G

.∑QÉ°ûe 7000 áHGôb ÉgOóY ≠∏H ájƒLh ájôëHh ájôH äGƒb ácQÉ°ûÃ ‹GƒàdG

 áë∏°ùŸG  äGƒ≤dG  ÚH á«JÉ«∏ª©dG  áeAGƒŸG  Ú°ù– ¤EG  ΩÉ©dG  Gòg øjôªàdG  ±ó¡jh

 øeCG  äÉ«∏ªYh  ÜÉgQE’G  áëaÉµe  ≈∏Y  ÜQóàdGh  ,»µjôeC’G  ¢û«÷Gh  á«fOQC’G

 äÉ«∏ªYh  äÉeRC’G  IQGOEGh  ,á«fÉ°ùfE’G  äÉ«∏ª©dGh  ,AÓNE’G  äÉ«∏ªYh  ,Ohó◊G

 á«é«JGÎ°SE’G  ä’É°üJ’Gh  áeÉ©dG  ¿hDƒ°ûdGh  á«°ùØædG  äÉ«∏ª©dGh  äÉeƒ∏©ŸG

 áëaÉµe  äÉ«∏ªYh  ,äÉ«∏ª©dGh  PÉ≤fE’Gh  åëÑdG  äÉ«∏ªY  ≈∏Y  ÖjQóàdGh  ,á«∏Ñ≤à°ùŸG  äÉ«∏ª©∏d  §«£îàdGh

 ™e  ≥aGƒàJ  »àdG  ±GógC’G  øe  ÉgÒZh  ,∑Î°ûŸG  »à°ùLƒ∏dG  OÉæ°SE’G  äÉ«∏ªY  ò«ØæJh  ,ÊhÎµdE’G  ÜÉgQE’G

 äGQób  ôjƒ£J  ¤EG  áaÉ°VEG  ,á«fÉ°ùfE’Gh  á«ÑjQóàdGh  á«JÉ«∏ª©dG  É¡JGQób  ôjƒ£J  ‘  áë∏°ùŸG  äGƒ≤dG  á«é«JGÎ°SG

.á«dhódG ácÎ°ûŸG äÉ«∏ª©dG ò«ØæJh ,§«£îàdG ≈∏Y ÚcQÉ°ûŸG

 á«fOQC’G áë∏°ùŸG äGƒ≤dG ±ƒæ°U áaÉc ácQÉ°ûÃh áë∏°ùŸG äGƒ≤∏d á©HÉàdG ÖjQóàdG øjOÉ«e ‘ √ò«ØæJ ” å«M

 ¤EG áaÉ°VE’ÉH ,á«eƒµ◊G ÒZh á«eƒµ◊G äÉª¶æŸGh áØ∏àîŸG äGQGRƒdGh á«æeC’G Iõ¡LC’Gh ájƒ÷Gh ájôëÑdGh ájÈdG

 ‘ äGQGRƒdGh äÉª¶æŸGh ä’ÉcƒdGh ájôµ°ù©dG äGƒ≤dG ÚH ábÓ©dG ¿É«Ñd ,äÉeRC’G IQGOEGh øeCÓd »æWƒdG õcôŸG

.ájôµ°ù©dG äGÈÿG ∫OÉÑJh ájó«∏≤J ÒZ äÉ«∏ªY áÄ«H πX

 ∞jô©àdGh á«aGÎM’G áØ°üdG  AÉØ°VE’ ¤hC’G Iôª∏dh á«°SÉ°SC’G äGQÉ¡ŸG IQhO ΩÉ©dG  Gò¡d øjôªàdG  Ωób Éªch

 πª°T å«M .ò«ØæàdG πÑb Ée á∏Môe ∫ÓN ácÎ°ûŸG á«JÉ«∏ª©dG ájõgÉ÷G äÉ«∏ª©H ≥∏©àj Éª«a á«°VQC’G äGƒ≤∏d ΩRÓdG

 .z»FÉ«ª«c çóM{ ™e πeÉ©àdG »cÉ– äÉÑjQóJ ¤hC’G Iôª∏d

 á«fOQC’G áë∏°ùŸG äGƒ≤dG øe áÑîàæe äÉYÉ£b ¬JòØf …ƒÑ©J mΩƒég øjô“ ò«ØæàH øjôªàdG  äÉ«dÉ©a âªààNGh

 äÉjÉeQ ≈∏Y πªà°TGh ,á«fOQC’G  áë∏°ùŸG  äGƒ≤∏d  á©HÉàdG  ÖjQóàdG  øjOÉ«e  óMCG  ‘ ≥jó°üdG  »µjôeC’G  ¢û«÷Gh

 áaÉ°VEG ΩÉ¨dC’G ∫ƒ≤M ™e πeÉ©àdG á«Ø«ch äÉªLGôdGh á«©aóŸG äÉjÉeQh á£°SƒàŸGh áØ«ØÿG áë∏°SC’G ∞∏àfl øe

 äGQÉ¡e ÚÑJ »àdG  ájôµ°ù©dG  äÉ«dÉ©ØdG  øe OóY ÖfÉL ¤EG  á«æÑŸG  ≥WÉæŸG  ‘ ∫Éà≤dGh ´Ó£à°S’G äÉ«∏ªY ¤G

.á«YÉª÷Gh ájOôØdG ÚcQÉ°ûŸG

.Ió≤©ŸGh áægGôdG äÉjóëàdG ó°V ∑Î°ûŸG öüædG ‘ á«YÉª÷G áë∏°üŸG ó°ùéj ÖgCÉàŸG ó°SC’G øjô“ ¿EG

تمرين ا�سد المتأهب 2018



 äÉ«∏ª©dG  ÖjQóàd  ÊÉãdG  ˆGóÑY  ∂∏ŸG  õcôe  ‘  âªààNG

 »àdG   IöTÉ©dG  ájƒæ°ùdG  ÜQÉëŸG  á≤HÉ°ùe  KASOTC  á°UÉÿG

 ™HÉ°ùdG  ájÉ¨dh  ¿É°ù«f  29  øe  IÎØdG  ∫ÓN  É¡JÉ«dÉ©a  â≤∏£fG

 OóY  ≠∏Hh  ,⁄É©dG  ¢Tƒ«L  øe  á©°SGh  ácQÉ°ûÃ  ,2018  QÉjCG  øe

 á≤«≤°T  ádhO  25  ¿ƒ∏ãÁ  kÉ≤jôa  (40)  á≤HÉ°ùŸG  √ò¡d  Úeó≤àŸG

.ÖbGôe áØ°üH ∑QÉ°ûJ ∫hO 3 ¤EG áaÉ°VE’ÉH á≤jó°Uh

 å«M ,⁄É©dG  ∫hO  øe  ójó©dG  ΩÉªàgÉH  á≤HÉ°ùŸG  √òg  ≈¶–h

 È°üdGh  πªëàdG  Iƒb  ≈∏Y  ÚcQÉ°ûŸG  IQób  ÚÑj  πµ°ûH  âªª°U

 Éªc  ,á«dÉà≤dG  ¿ƒæØdG  äGQÉ¡e  ≥«Ñ£J  á«Ø«ch  »YÉª÷G  πª©dGh

 ájOôØdG  áë∏°SC’Gh  ájôµ°ù©dG  äÉª¡ŸG  ΩGóîà°SG  ≈∏Y  õcôJ

 ÊÉãdG ˆGóÑY ∂∏ŸG õcôe Égôaƒj »àdG äÉ≤«Ñ£à∏d áãjó◊G øjOÉ«ŸGh

.á°UÉÿG äÉ«∏ª©dG ÖjQóàd

 ,ájOƒ©°ùdG :øe πc ácQÉ°ûÃh á«æeC’G Iõ¡LC’Gh á°UÉÿG äÉ«∏ª©dG ¥ôa øe á≤HÉ°ùŸG ‘ ÚcQÉ°ûŸG ±ƒæ°U ´ƒæàJh

 ,¿Éfƒ«dG  ,óæ¡dG  ,É«æ«c  ,  ¿Éà°ùNGRÉc  ,Ú°üdG  ,…ÉfhôH  ,∂«°ûàdG  ,¢ShQÓ«H  ,ÉµjôeCG  ,¿GOƒ°ùdG  ,¿ÉæÑd  ,äGQÉeE’G

 ¿OQC’G  ¤EG  áaÉ°VEG  ,É°ùªædG  ,É«fGôchCG  ,É«côJ  ,ójƒ°ùdG  ,ô£b  ,∫É¨JÈdG  ,GóædƒH  ,¿Éª oY  ,É«aGódƒe  ,âjƒµdG  ,ƒaƒ°Sƒc

.á≤HÉ°ùª∏d áØ«°†à°ùŸG ádhódG

 ,QGƒ¨ŸG …óæ÷Gh ,ôgÉŸG ¢UÉæ≤dG :»g äÉ«dÉ©a ™Ñ°S ≈∏Y IöTÉ©dG ájƒæ°ùdG ÜQÉëŸG á≤HÉ°ùe äÉ«dÉ©a â∏ªà°TG óbh

 ºgCG  øe  IóMGh  âjôLCG  »àdG  z∂∏ŸG  …ó–  {  á«dÉ©a  âfÉch  ,PÉ≤fE’Gh  ,øeõdG  ¥ÉÑ°S  ,»eGQ  π°†aCGh  ,äƒŸG  ≥Øfh

 äÉjÉeôdGh ™jöùdG ¢†côdG äGQÉ¡Ã á≤HÉ°ùŸG πMGôe ô“ å«M ,ó¡Lh âbh øe ¬Ñ∏£àJ ÉŸ á≤HÉ°ùŸG äÉ«dÉ©a Ö©°UCGh

.ÜQÉëŸG äÉª¡e ™«ªL πªM ™e Ò°ùŸGh á«FÉŸG õLGƒ◊G QƒÑYh ≥∏°ùàdGh

 ìhôH  ∑Î°ûŸG  πª©dG  Ωƒ¡Øe  õjõ©àd  É¡JÉ«dÉ©a  âªª°U ájƒæ°S  á«dhO  á≤HÉ°ùe  »g ÜQÉëŸG  á≤HÉ°ùe  ¿EG  á≤«≤◊Gh  

 øe AGƒLCG  ‘ ÊóÑdGh  »°ùØædG  §¨°†dG  πeGƒY â– ácQÉ°ûŸG  ¥ôØ∏d  πªëàdGh IQó≤dG  πeGƒY ¢SÉ«≤d  ,óMGƒdG  ≥jôØdG

 »àdG á«dÉà≤dG ¿ƒæØdGh äGQÉ¡ŸGh »YÉª÷G πª©dGh áYƒæàŸG äÉjÉeôdG ∫ÓN øe ácQÉ°ûŸG ¥ôØdG ÚH …óëàdGh á°ùaÉæŸG

.ÜQÉëª∏d á«dÉãŸG ìhôdG ó°ùŒ

مسابقة المحارب السنوية العاشرة

٢٥
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itary supplies. SOFEX provide a valuable opportunity for countries 

to meet the leading original equipment manufacturers in these fields 

and a launch pad for partnerships.

Jordan Armed Forces is looking forward to the conference and 

the exhibition in there twelfth edition  as anopportunity  to enhance 

Jordan’s Armed Forces capabilities, localized technology, building 

indigenous capabilities, and enhance cooperation relations with dif-

ferent armies all over the world, also the event is an appropriate op-

portunity to learn, promote ,market, and show management, tech-

nical, educational, training, and manufacturing abilities, and skills 

of communications and cooperation with participants, delegations, 

visitors.Moreover create opportunity for investment in many fields, 

as well as, the exhibition becomes the fastest, best, and the easiest 

event in promoting industries and products of King Abdullah II for 

Design and Development Bureau.

Through talking to media, we can mention that Jordan through Jor-

dan Armed Forces conducted many events this year such as Eager 

Lion and Warrior Competition, participated in many regional Joint 

Exercises along with brotherly and friendly armies. The exhibition 

and conference form a summary of efforts exerted over a year to 

crystallize strategies and plans enable us to achieve goals and pur-

poses that eventually bring the benefits for our country and our army, 

and improve our national economical activities at many levels.  
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Stability and security in Hash-

emite Kingdom of Jordan creat-

edthe appropriate environment for 

all countries in the world, their 

armies, and leaders to choose Jor-

dan to execute such events, SO-

FEX’s Conference and Exhibition, 

and related visits, activities, agree-

ments, and create new programs 

for cooperation in various fields. 

this conference and exhibition in its 12th edition is a true testament to 

this.   

Jordan Armed Forces is the main supporter for SOFEX’s conference 

and exhibition through JAF relations and cooperation with many world 

armies, and JAF reputation that fostered participation and being interac-

tive and constant presence in global events, particularly Peacekeeping 

missions, humanitarian role which helped Jordan to build cooperative 

relations either in holding exhibitions, conferences, exercises and joint 

training and many other events.  

SOFEX’s exhibition and conference considered as one of the most im-

portant exhibits venues specialized in military and defense industries, 

Special Forces, counter-terrorism, national security, peacekeeping, mil-

12th  Special Forces Conference and Exhibition SOFEX 2018 
 Jordan Armed Forces Vision
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he said. 
and about the Special Operations Forces exhibition, he noted that it is the 

world’s largest specialist defense, special operations forces and interior security, 
with more than 350 companies from 35 countries around the world

He explained that the event brings together global security and defense lead-
ers with partners representing industry and defense and security organizations to 
engage in discussions from a coherent perspective on future challenges and op-
portunities for innovation and transformation. 

He said that the security and stability that enjoyed by the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan creates a suitable environment for the countries of the world and their 
armies and leaders to choose Jordan for the implementation of these events and 
similar events, accompanying activities, visits and agreements and create new 
programs of cooperation in various fields.

The relations of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan with the countries of the 
world, and after intervening in the affairs of the internal states and the clarity of 
their vision in their political approach, their cooperation with all, their modera-
tion, the model of co-existence among their populations, their quest for world 
peace, respect for humanity and their great contributions in these areas. All these 
things helped in the continuity and credibility of our dealings in this and other 
fields.

In the current version, SOFEX will be held in conjunction with the conclusion 
of the several military activities in the Jordanian Armed Forces - the Arab Army, 
most notably the Eager lion Exercise, the 10th Warrior Competition, the partici-
pation of the armed forces in several joint exercises at the regional level and a 
number of brotherly and friendly armies.

Jordan, the United States of America, the United Arab Emirates, Iraq, Australia, 
France, Egypt, Germany and Indonesia discussed about several issues, including 
the threat of mixed war in the Middle East, restructuring of the Jordanian Armed 
Forces, capacity building for the Special Operations Network, war against terror-
ism, terrorism and lessons learned, responding to the attacks, and lessons learned 
from the war against the terrorist bandage ISIS.
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ties, and get benefit from their experiences because of their positive impact on 
the success of operations in gray conflict zones,” he said. 

Lt.Gen Frithat stressed on the need to analyze the deep understanding of the 
concepts of identifying the conflicts of the gray areas and follow up their devel-
opment and the unity of work in confronting them to ensure their control, quoting 
the late saying of His Majesty King Hussein Bin Talal, may Allah have mercy on 
him, “We must face the reality and recognize the facts and review our past mis-
takes with all sincerity And realism, boasting of the past does not achieve victory 
as the singing in the dark is not moving fear away. “

Lt.Gen Frithat expressed the Jordanian Armed Forces deep gratitude for the 
support of His Majesty the Commander of the Armed Forces, and appreciation 
of the Jordanian armed forces for the role of His Royal Highness Prince Faisal 
bin Al Hussein in supporting the SOFEX 2018. He also thanked the Friends and 
guests of the Jordanian armed forces for their participation in the conference and 
exhibition, which is a success story added to the success of the Hashemite King-
dom of Jordan under the leadership and wisdom of His Majesty King Abdullah 
II Bin Al Hussein.

The Director General of SOFEX 2018 Amer Al Tabaa told Petra News Agency 
(Petra) that for 22 years we have focused on building cooperative relations and 
establishing a solid foundation of mutual trust with a broad community of people 
with common values. For the success of operational efficiency.

Regarding the conference’s vision of hybrid wars in the international gray zone 
- the changing operational environment, he said, “It coincides with the pace of 
increasing and accelerating technological progress.” “Gray seems to be the new 
black, so the concept of hybrid war was created in the global gray zone”.

He pointed out that SOFEX works for the former reason to stimulate a number 
of different technologies that we believe will be essential in giving special opera-
tions and armed forces effective advantages in all aspects of defense.

SOFEX has a legacy of modernization and development according to the typol-
ogy, saying that this in itself is not enough, this work will not be without their 
support.

“We have to expand this cooperation and create an ecosystem that enables us to 
always be adapted to the speed of communication through more dynamic partici-
pation and cooperation within industries that primarily promote innovation and 
development with an open and forward-looking mentality to the outside world,” 
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political, economic, military and local agents to manage conflict relations with 
adversaries in order to achieve the interests of states without engaging in direct 
military confrontation. The activities of those involved in the conflict transcend 
traditional competition.

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff warned  that the conflicts “may fall 
in the area below the level of the comprehensive military conflict any regular war 
between countries, and may open the way for the outbreak of war within one state 
civil war”.

He said the past years, both in the Middle East and in other parts of the world, 
had demonstrated manifestations of the conflicts of the gray areas, which were 
manifestations of cyber warfare, asymmetrical wars, extremism, terrorism and 
internal conflicts. Pointing out the need for a careful analysis to determine the 
fertile environment that helps in the emergence and evolution of these early con-
flicts.

He pointed out that the parties to the conflict in areas of Gray Conflicts un-
derstand the inability of the other party to the state to use all available means of 
power to confront these parties, saying “not to incite the community and public 
opinion against them and not to appear the appearance and status of the aggressor 
instead of the defender of rights and sovereignty.

Lt. Gen Freihat pointed out that the inability to act decisively in such conflicts 
would lead to attrition in capacities and not take the initiative that could lead to 
loss of conflict.

The parties to the conflict, according to Lt. Gen Freihat in the areas of Gray 
Operations, seek to create complexities in the operational situation, information 
security and cyberspace, stressing the need to develop joint action strategies be-
tween the state institutions themselves or at the level of countries and alliances, 
including all sources of power to ensure unity of action in the face of this type of 
conflict Complex and changing.

And to address these conflicts, Frithat stressed that military commanders, deci-
sion makers and experts should have a deep understanding of certain trends that 
may have an impact on the operational environment such as international law, 
concepts of information warfare, cyber security and understanding of communi-
ties.

“We need to take care of experts and young people, train the competent young 
generations in these areas and exploit their talents in our countries and communi-
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hat said in a speech during the opening that the General 
Command of the Jordanian Armed Forces and under the 
guidance of His Majesty the Supreme Commander has been 
developing and implementing major restructuring plans of 
the Jordanian Armed Forces within a period of five years.

He pointed out that these plans guarantee our Armed 
Forces the ability, effectiveness and efficiency in facing the 
current and future security challenges, and enhance defense 
capabilities in the face of conflicts and the challenges of 
Hybrid Wars and conflicts in the Gray Areas, which requires focusing on efficien-
cy, professionalism and training, providing resources and supporting partnerships 
with fraternal and friendly countries. International partners to meet challenges and 
achieve common interests.

Lt. Gen Freihat said that there is a change in the environment of military opera-
tions. Hybrid operations have become the main working environment within the 
challenges of political coalitions and finance, tactical and technical challenges, 
local societal pressures and limited response time. The logo that SOFEX  is carry-
ing out this year reflects this change, The volume of complexity in gray operation 
areas.

He added that there is a need for deep understanding and analysis of this variable 
type of operational environment to ensure the success of the mission and achieve 
the objectives of operations, and he said: “The arming, processing and tactical 
readiness will play a key role to achieve the objectives in this type of conflicts, but 
will be the decisions and policies of leaders at the operational level and strategic 
role Crucial to ensuring the success of the mission and the achievement of the 
Goals.

He added that we are particularly proud of the participation of brotherly and 
friendly countries and Jordanian Armed Forces partners in the meeting to share ex-
periences and develop common business concepts to achieve successful business 
strategies that ensure success in a Hybrid and changing operating environment.

Lt. Gen Freihat defined the conflicts of the Gray Areas of operation, The Shadow 
Wars, as the clear distance between Peace and War that exists when some Actors 
use the various mechanisms and tools to exercise force to achieve political and 
security objectives through many activities that are ambiguous and complex.

The conflicts, according to the Lt. Gen Freihat, involve the simultaneous use of 
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A representative of His Majesty the King.

On behalf of His Majesty King Abdullah II, the Commander-in-Chief of the 
Jordanian Armed Forces, the Arab Army, His Royal Highness Prince Faisal bin Al 
Hussein patronized the 12th session of the Special Operations Forces Exhibition 
and Conference SOFEX  2018, In the presence of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff, Lt. Gen Mahmoud Abdel Halim Freihat, and the directors of the security 
services.

The conference, entitled “Hybrid Wars in the International Gray Zone - The 
Changing Operational Environment”, will be preceded by the Special Operations 
Forces The SOFEX 2018, which opens on Tuesday   More than 600 participants 
under the Royal Patronage of the King Abdullah I Air Base in Amman, will take 
place three days later, Including defense ministers, chiefs of staff and senior of-
ficers of the Special Operations Forces and ground and air forces in the region, 
as well as a number of decision-makers, planners and strategy makers of national 
and global security strategies with a view to understanding and cooperation for the 
consolidation of world peace.

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Lt. Gen Mahmoud Abdel Halim Frei-

HRH Prince Faisal inaugurates the conference 
of Special Forces Commanders SOFEX 2018


